Asymptotic analysis of the non-stationary cross-flow disturbances of Von-kármán rotation disk flow with a temperature dependence viscosity is investigated. The linear eigenrelations are derived for various values of the parameter which controls the temperature dependence of viscosity with more than one critical layer. It has been fund that there is a cut-off value at an angle that lies between 10.3 0 and 57.4 0 , so that solution exist only for this range.
INTRODUCTION
Rotating disk flow has been at the centre of a large number of theoretical and experimental studies in recent years. In this flow temperature changes, viscosity can also undergo a significant change. To predict the behaviour of a flow properly, it is therefore necessary to consider viscosity variation for incompressible fluids. When the viscosity variation on temperature is taken into account, Gary et al. (1) , and Mehta & Sood [2] demonstrated substantial change in flow characteristics compared to the constant viscosity assumption. Kafoussias & Williams [3] , Kafoussias & Rees [4] , and Keller [5] studied the effects of temperature dependent viscosity on mixed and natural convection flows by considering the viscosity to vary as linear function of temperature or proportional to a liner function of temperature.
Hossain et al. [6] investigated the flow and heat transfer along a uniformly heated and impulsively rotating disk in a stationary fluid subjected to a trans-verse magnetic field with temperature dependent viscosity. The flow considered is laminar with viscosity μ′ = μ∞/[1 + ∈(T -T∞)/(Tω -T∞)] and it is shown that heat transfer and surface friction are affected by the flow in the viscous sub-layer close to the disk surface, Using a finite difference method, Hossain et al. [7] explored the effect of a temperature dependent viscosity on natural convection flow of a viscous incompressible fluid from a vertical wavy surface. The influence of temperature dependent viscosity on the flow along a channel with porous wall was recently analyzed by Ferro & Gnavi [8] . Absolute and convective instabilities in the incompressible boundary layer on a rotationg disk with temperature-dependent viscosity has been solved numerically by jasmine & Gajjar [9] .
Bassom & Gajjar [10] have investigated the upper-branch neutral stability of three dimensional disturbances imposed on a three-dimensional boundary layer profile and non-stationary cross-flow vortices for constant viscosity. In this section our objective is to extend Bassom & Gajjar [10] formulation to include the cases where viscosity depends on temperature. Following their work, the wave speed is taken to be small initially and the disturbances structure analogous to that occurring in two-dimensional boundary layer stability. The linear eigenrelations are derived for profiles with more than one critical layer. However, investigation relating to the asymptotic solutions of a rotating disk with temperature dependent viscosity has not been carried out as yet, which, therefore, is one of the aims of the current work. This paper is organized as follows: §1 is devoted to the description of the problem §2 for basic equation, and asymptotic solution. The conclusions are set in §3.
The Basic Equations
We take an infinite disk rotating with uniform angular velocity Ω about the vertical axis z, which passes through the centre of the disk. We consider the three dimensional boundary layer flow of an incompressible fluid. T ω denotes the uniform temperature at the disk surface and T ∞ is the temperature of the ambient fluid. The basic equations in cylindrical polar coordinates (r, θ, z) governing the viscous fluid flow are 
where U is the velocity field with the radial, tangential and vertical components of velocity as u, υ, w. Here, C p is the specific heat at constant pressure, ∞ ρ the fluid density, k the thermal conductivity of the fluid, p the pressure in the flow, and μ′ the viscosity of the fluid. In addition, we assume that the viscosity depends on temperature, i.e. 
( )] 
where
. In this analysis the fluid is assumed to lie in the z ≥ 0 semi-infinite space. In the above equations, the curvature effects as well as the effects streaming from the Coriolis force are present.
To obtain the solutions of the governing equations, these are first converted into a convenient form using appropriate transformations. The boundary layer coordinate Z, which is of order O(1) is defined as Z = zR. Considering this, we can introduce the following mean flow variables:
Substituting (3) into (2) yields the following non-dimensional ordinary differential equations for the mean flow:
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to Z, and Pr = μ ∞ c p / κ is the Prandtl number. The boundary conditions are
The value of h ∞ is a constant vertical velocity of the rotating fluid in the far-field above the disk.
We shall seek the asymptotic solution of mean flow equations (4) for small viscosity variation parameter ∈. We expand the functions in the ascending power of ∈ as
Substituting (6) in equations (4) and equationg the coefficients of O (1), we get the following set of equations
, 0
The corresponding boundary conditions are
(8b) Next we equate terms of O(∈) to obtain the equations The corresponding boundary conditions are
We have solved the set of ordinary differential equations (7) and (9) with the appropriate boundary conditions by employing the finite difference method for F i , G i , H i , and S i (i = 0, and 1).
Based on these asymptotic findings, comparisons with the numerical calculations are sketched in figures (2) for temperature-dependent viscosity parameter ε = 0.05. Graphs show that the asymptotic solution is consistent with numerical computation fives by [9] for small temperature-dependent viscosity parameter ε. We are here interested in perturbation solution of the basic velocity profiles using liear theory. A small parameter ε = R -ˆ1 12 is defined. The scalings and disturbances structure with an infinitesimal sized perturbation having wave speed O( ε ) is imposed onto the basic flow solution. Following the scalings and basic structure given by Bassom & Gajjar [10] , a critical layer for positive wave speeds is determined close to the disk surface. In figure 3 , we have displayed the zone structure near the disk surface. Most of the boundary layer is contained in zone I whereas zone II constitutes inviscid adjustment housing thinner zones III and IV which characterize the critical layer and viscous wall layer, respectively. The zone II is bifurcated into two regions by layer III designated as II -and II + in figure 3 . Zones VII are embeded in zone I. We consider the thicknesses of zones I- where u, υ, and w are velocity components, T is the temperture profile, and p is the pressure.
First, we consider zone I, which forms the majority of the boundary layer. We define z = and ξ = O(1), and expand U,V,W,T, and P in the form ξ ε
where E = exp(i( x (r,θ,t))) and c.c denotes the complex conjugate. Applying the method of multiple scales, we obtain , .... 
where wavenumbers α j , β j , and frequency c j (j = 0, 1,2, ...) are taken to be real. These expansions are then substituted into N -S equation (2) 
where A and P c are unknown constants and where we have defined U nB = rα n F(ξ), + β n G(ξ), n = 0, 1, 2, .... .Equating the next order terms and performing some manipulations, we find that
where A 1 is also an unknown constant and leading-order wavenumber We write μ = μ 0 + εμ 1 + ..., α 0 = . 
The above expansions are then substituted into N-S equation (2) and the leading-order terms are equated. We obtain the solutions for Z > Z c . where Z c denotes the lower critical point equal to α 0 c 0 /λ 10 :
where we have defined
For the inviscid constraint which requires w(0) → 0 as Z → 0, equations (14c) furnish
2 0 c P γ For the next order, the solution given is 
)) (exp( )), (exp( 
with A, A 1 and P 0 as real for ξ > ξ , then ξ > ξ , and A 1 needs to be replaced by
. This replacement yields the solution valid for ξ > ξ .
When two critical layers occur, matching the velocities between zones II -and IV, the resulting equations are We shall extend the above formulation for temperature-dependent viscosity parameter ε, where ε is small. We expand α d , β d , c d , X, and μ in the ascending power of ε as ... 
... 
Substituting (23) into equations (22) and equating the terms of O(1), the following set of equations: We have determined wavenumbers, wave speed, ξ and X from equations (24) 
